INFORMATION FOR TRIP CHAPERONES

The First Challenge...
FERRYING THROUGH THE SAN JUANS

Show Your School Pride!
When you are traveling together as a group, you are representing your school, your hometown, and Camp Orkila. If you behave appropriately, other passengers on the ferry will give you and your school the respect and honor you deserve! Here are some important guidelines:

✓ Keep your voices quiet so that you do not disturb other passengers.
✓ Always walk, and running and roughhousing are prohibited.
✓ If you eat on the ferry, clean up your mess and throw trash and recyclables in the right place.
✓ Listen carefully for instructions both from your teacher and from the ferry captain.
✓ Stay with your cabin group and keep track of everything you bring on the ferry with you.

Have Fun!
The trip from Anacortes to Orcas Island lasts about 1 hour. There are lots of interesting things to see along the way, but you may also want to bring something quiet to do on the journey:

✓ Read a book.
✓ Write in a journal.
✓ Play cards or work on a puzzle.
✓ Decorate your camp nametag.
✓ Watch out the window for orca whales, harbor seals, and bald eagles.
✓ Meet with your cabin counselor to pick a group name and make a cabin banner.

Be Safe!
When you are on the ferry or the bus, you are expected to act in a safe & responsible manner. Remember to:

✓ Stay seated and face forward on the bus.
✓ Listen to the bus driver and follow their directions.
STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES

As with any community—whether it is your home, school, or city—there are certain duties that must be performed to keep everyone in the community healthy and happy. Students are a very important part of the Orkila community and you are responsible to help make sure camp runs smoothly! Before you arrive at camp, your teachers will give you a schedule of classes, duties and cleaning assignments. Some of the responsibilities you will be asked to do are listed below:

**Super Student:** Camp Orkila may not look like school, but you are still responsible for being a great student.
- Follow directions from the Orkila staff that will be your instructors.
- Keep an open mind and be excited about learning.
- Be on time to all of your classes.
- Participate in class activities and asking questions.

**KP Duty** (Kitchen Patrol or Kitchen Party): Everyone in the Orkila community is responsible for taking turns as a KP. When it’s your turn to do KP, be on time and look for the Orkila instructor to give you directions. Listen carefully and follow directions about what food to get and how to set the table. After the meal is over, report to the podium to get directions for cleaning the tables and sweeping.

**Gopher** (The person who “goes for” food): To make sure meals run smoothly, only one person at a time at each table is allowed to go to the kitchen to get seconds. This person carries a “Gopher” tag as their ‘ticket’ into the kitchen. Take turns at each meal so everyone gets a chance to be the Gopher.

**Cabin Clean-up Crew:** Everyone in the Orkila community is responsible for cleaning their cabin each day and especially at the end of their stay. This includes putting clothes away, emptying cabin trashcans into the big cans around camp, sweeping floors, and picking up litter around the cabin. Orkila provides a trashcan, broom, and dustpan for each cabin. Please let us know if any of these items are missing from your cabin.

**Bathroom Brigade:** Everyone in the Orkila community is responsible for cleaning the bathrooms every day and at the end of your stay. This includes flushing the toilets, sweeping floors, picking up trash and lost and found items. Orkila staff will sanitize the bathrooms and re-stock toilet paper and soap once each afternoon, but you must keep it clean the rest of the time.

**Litter Patrol & Habitat Helpers:** Whenever you see litter—even if it’s not yours!—Pick it up and put it in the trashcan or recycling. Remind other people to stay on trails and to be gentle and quiet around the wild creatures living at camp.
ON BEING A CHAPERONE

Chaperone & Cabin Counselor Responsibilities
Cabin leaders, school staff and other adults play an important support role in ensuring the quality and safety of the program for all students. Orkila staff are responsible for teaching classes, running specific open recreation areas and providing evening activities. Cabin counselors, adult chaperones and ultimately the school staff are responsible for supervising their students 24 hours a day. At least one adult, but not more than three, must accompany each Study Group to all classes and assist the Orkila staff as needed. The same counselor or set of counselors should stay consistently with one study group rather than rotating. The following is a breakdown of specific responsibilities of cabin counselors:

General Responsibilities:
✓ Supervise students at all times. Remember that the campers’ safety and experience are your first priority at all times.
✓ Set clear expectations.
✓ Communicate with teachers and Orkila staff.
✓ Ask for help when you need it.
✓ Lead by example. You are the most important role model at all times.
✓ Always be on time.

Pre-Camp:
✓ School teachers may want to meet with you prior to camp for training or to introduce you to students.
✓ On the way to Orkila, keep students occupied and well behaved on the bus and ferry.

Meals:
✓ Stay at your assigned table. If you must get up, make sure another cabin counselor is keeping an eye on your table.
✓ Make sure you and your campers listen to the meal thought and to directions.
✓ Assign one student to be the Gopher. This is the person allowed to be get food for the table.
✓ Make sure that no more than two people go to the breakfast or salad bar at any time.
✓ Stress good manners and appropriate behavior and speaking volume.
✓ Encourage friendly conversation among campers.
✓ Have students wait for the Orkila staff to announce clean-up time.
✓ Stay seated until you are dismissed.

Morning:
✓ Wake-up campers and help them get ready.
✓ Remind them to go to the bathroom, brush their teeth, wash, etc.
✓ Have breakfast KP’s go to the lodge 15 minutes early.
✓ Be on time for breakfast at 8:00 a.m.
✓ Help students make their beds, sweep, and clean cabin and outside area.
✓ Help students figure out what classes they have in the morning and where they need to meet.
✓ Be at your own class-meeting place on time.
✓ During classes, monitor student behavior and assist Orkila staff in teaching when they ask. Be attentive, involved, and interactive with the campers and class.
Have lunch KP’s go to the lodge 15 minutes early.
Have campers wash their hands before lunch. Be on time for lunch at 12:15 p.m.

Afternoon:
- Help students figure out what classes they have in the afternoon and where they need to meet.
- Be at your own class-meeting place on time.
- During classes, monitor student behavior and assist Orkila staff in teaching when they ask. Be attentive, involved, and interactive with the campers and class.
- During Recreation, help campers find an activity to do, carry rowboats and help students row, and monitor that student’s stay in the designated Recreation areas.
- Have dinner KP’s go to the lodge 15 minutes early.
- Have campers wash their hands before lunch. Be on time for dinner at 6:15 p.m.

Evening:
- Have campers change into warmer clothing if necessary and prepare for the evening activity.
- Keep campers occupied during cabin time.
- Be on time for the evening activity. Be attentive, involved, and interactive with the campers and activity.
- Take campers to their cabin and help them stay quiet after the evening activity.
- Help campers get ready for bed
- Remind them to go to the bathroom, brush their teeth, wash, etc.
- Do a quiet bedtime activity to help campers fall asleep such as reading a story, sharing “highlights” of the day, or playing a quiet instrument.
- Stay in the cabin and sleep.

Last Day:
- Help campers pack all their belongings and find missing items.
- Help campers sweep their cabin, pick up and empty trash, turn mattresses on their side, and clean bathrooms.
- Listen carefully for any last-minute schedule changes.
- Take luggage to the luggage truck on time.
- Be on time to catch the bus in the upper parking lot.
- Keep campers quiet and occupied while waiting for the ferry.

Fine Dining in the Orkila Dining Hall

Before Entering the Dining Hall:
- Wash your hands before each meal. There are sinks located outside the north and south sides of the lodge
- Line up outside the dining hall before the bell rings.
- Come inside as soon as you hear the bell ring.

Inside the Dining Hall:
- Come in quietly, go to the area assigned to your school, and sit quietly at your assigned table. Pay attention to the Orkila staff KP who will be speaking to you once everyone is inside and seated. Once you have sat down please use the hand sanitizer on each table
EVEN if you have washed your hands before the meal. Please do not eat or drink anything until after the meal announcements.

Before each meal, Camp Orkila staff will and give announcements and instructions about the meal. Please give this person your complete attention.

You will be instructed to send your “gofer” into the kitchen to get food. The Gofer must have the gofer tag on or he/she will not be allowed in the kitchen.

There is an IN door and an OUT door for the kitchen. Please go in the IN door and out the OUT door so we will not have any accidents.

When there is a cereal bar at breakfast or a salad bar at dinner, only 2 people per table may get up at one time. Wait patiently for your turn and then hurry back so the next 2 people may go. Sometimes the kitchen puts special items out for us to finish – make sure you just take a little bit so that everyone gets to have some.

Remember, the Orkila community eats community style. This means that everyone must get a serving from each serving dish before the Gofer goes to the kitchen for seconds. Take only what you will eat. We will keep track of wasted food during “The Ort Report”.

After dinner, when the Orkila instructor announces dessert, remind your Gofer to take their Gofer ticket and to walk to the kitchen so that they don’t get sent back to the table. Remember – you only get one plate for the whole meal, so you will need to re-use it for your salad and dessert, too.

At the End of the Meal:

Here are the four biggest challenges of the entire meal...

- Wait for the Orkila instructor to tell you start cleaning up your table. When you are finished eating, stay seated and talk quietly with others sitting at your table.
- Listen to the directions the Orkila instructor gives you about how to clean up.
- Stay Seated when the Orkila instructor announces that it is time to start cleaning. Remember to keep only two people up from the table at a time.
- Last of all, wait for the Orkila instructor to announce the Ort Report, listen to the final announcements, and stay seated until you are dismissed.

What is the Ort Report?

According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary, ort is “a morsel of food left at a meal”. At the end of each meal we collect all of the food waste from each person’s plate and weigh it in a large scale to determine the amount of food we have wasted and then we report to the group.

Why does this matter?

All of the food the food that we have is potential energy for our bodies. That food also took energy to make. The bread that is on your table is made by the cook, who got it from the delivery person, who got it from the company that made the bread, who got it from the farmer that grew the grains, who depended on the sun and clouds to provide light and water for growth. A cycle of energy is created. Therefore, if we throw the food away then we are breaking the cycle of energy and wasting that energy which could be used by each of us in our daily activities.

The point of “The Ort Report” is to make you aware of the amount of waste that is produced and ways in which we can lower our waste individually and as a group. Each of you has the opportunity to make a difference in our Camp Orkila community!
Characteristics of a Good Counselor

The person who would most likely make a good counselor...

- Is optimistic, cheerful, outgoing.
- Is friendly, sympathetic, understanding, patient.
- Is interested in the campers’ well-being.
- Is fair, objective, and does not play favorites.
- Is never sarcastic or threatening.
- Is considerate of camper’s needs and feelings, puts the campers at ease.
- Is courteous, has good manners, sets a good example.
- Helps campers feel secure.
- Is reasonable and flexible.
- Is enthusiastic about campers, camp, activities.
- Is honest, sincere, consistent.
- Uses common sense and intelligence.
- Explains ideas clearly.
- Respects all participants.
- Is skilled in many activities, but is not a know-it-all.
- Knows what to do or whom to ask when help is required.
- Is not afraid to ask for help.
- Is always dressed appropriately for camp life.
- Is neat and clean.
- Plans and works out activities in advance.
- Focuses on similarities and honors diversity.
- Makes activities interesting.

Characteristics of 5th–6th Grade Students

Remember what it was like to be a 5th–6th grader? Before meeting the students, take a moment to reflect on what you were like at that age and what kind of help you needed from a cabin counselor.

- A time for rapid growth and physical change. Surplus energy followed by fatigue.
- Frequent minor illnesses and complaints.
- Tendency to feel awkward and self-conscious.
- Increased concern for community, world, environmental problems.
- Greater understanding of concepts of time and place.
- Gradual increase in reasoning ability and handling abstract concepts.
- Often jump to conclusions without seeing whole picture.
- Widening range of individual differences in abilities and interests.
- Growing interest in physical attractiveness and appearance.
- Desire to excel in group activities and to avoid activities they don’t do well.
- Desire to talk and argue rather than listen.
- Conflicted desire for independence: half child/half adult. Desire for privileges, not responsibility.
- Status with peers more important than approval of adults.
- Reluctance to be different from group physically or socially.
- Heightened sense of fairness.
- Emerging awareness of and companionship with others.
- Idealistic, hero worship.
- Tendency not be aware of the impact of their behavior.
Leadership Skills for Cabin Counselors

As a cabin leader, establishing trust and respect with your cabin group will result in a meaningful and positive experience for both you and your cabin group.

Avoid making promises you can’t deliver – If you promise favors and treats to your group that you do not intend to deliver, the kids learn to distrust you and think of you as a liar. Not a good impression! However, if you are honest, the kids will know you as someone they can trust, and will come to you openly.

Actions speak louder than words – If you say one thing to students and then do another, you lose their trust, and defeat your purpose.

Be consistent and fair – When dealing with students, it is natural to like some kids better than others. However, it is your responsibility to make a great week for every student, so everyone must be treated the same.

Explain why – Be sure to give the reason for rules that you or Orkila have established. Nothing is more ineffective and aggravating than to hear “because I said so.”

Separate the student from their behavior – When talking with a student about something that they have done, talk about the situation and not the student’s personality.

Give Logical Consequences – If you must discipline a student, make sure the discipline helps the child learn what is the right thing to do. Never deprive a child of food or sleep, leave them alone, ridicule or threaten them, touch them, or use excessive physical exercise.

If you are ever in doubt about what to do or need help, ask the teachers or staff at Orkila!

A Few Suggestions for Managing Your Cabin Group…

✓ Quickly learn each child’s name in your cabin group.
✓ Establish expectations and standards for behavior and routines. Be firm, consistent, and immediate about enforcing your expectations.
✓ Some cabin leaders choose to guide groups in making their own group rules, with the whole cabin contributing ideas about how to live together. This helps campers buy into the rules. You must guide this process to make sure rule are appropriate!
✓ To gain the respect of the campers and manage the cabin group, remember that there is a fine line between being a friend and being a counselor.
✓ Be fair, firm, and honest.
✓ Be a great role model. Kids are completely influenced by your actions. They will want to act, talk, dress, and even think like you.

Important Reminders Especially for Cabin Counselors…

To keep your students safe & happy, please remember...

✓ All camp policies do apply to you.
✓ You must stay on campgrounds at all times unless you have a teacher’s permission to leave.
✓ Relationships are a wonderful thing, but camp is not the appropriate place to exhibit them. Holding hands, kissing, and other forms of intimate affection between leaders is prohibited.
✓ Pranks of any kind are prohibited.
To make your life easier, you might want to bring...

- Watch
- Battery Operated Alarm Clock
- Quiet Bedtime Book for Campers

**CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION FOR CHAPERONES**

**A Note to Chaperones:** As chaperones, you will be spending a lot of time with your campers. All YMCA Camp Orkila cabin counselors (for summer camp) participate in an intense Child Abuse Prevention Training prior to working with participants. As a chaperone, it is a good idea to familiarize yourself with indicators of abuse, and to be prepared to listen to a child who may want to confide in you. This is a small part of our training, but we felt it useful to share with you.

**If a child confides in you about an issue that may be related to abuse:**

**Do:**
- Treat the child with respect
- Listen closely
- React calmly, avoid showing facial expressions of disgust
- Let the child know you care
- Ask the child to share more information
- Assume the child is genuine
- Report suspected cases of abuse to a school leader and to Child Protective Services

**Don’t:**
- Promise not to tell anyone
- Act shocked or enraged
- Confront the abuser directly

**General Guidelines for Cabin Supervision:**

**Do:**
- Establish good ground rules about boundaries, express the idea of comfort zones and the personal bubble.
- Supervise and monitor bathrooms during shower time and getting ready for bed time.

**Don’t:**
- Find yourself alone with a child
- Shower with your campers
IDENTIFYING RED FLAGS OF PEER-TO-PEER ABUSE

Warning Signs in Group Dynamics:
- Power dynamics, kids scared of one “leader”. Retaliation.
- Kid being isolated, outcast, excluded
- Cultural norm, borderline touch is appropriate level of physical contact increasing to horseplay
- Inside jokes
- Singing child out for sexual comments, sexualized nicknames
- Physical dominance
- Bullying
- Verbal aggression
- Changes in leadership, power from many to one
- Avoiding supervision
- Teasing about sexual orientation
- Exchanges (giving up) of personal items
- Testing privacy and personal boundaries

Warning Signs in Individual Behaviors:
- Different from others
- Change in eating habits
- Difficulty in communicating
- Changes in demeanor
- Clingy, may seek protection
- Avoiding other participants
- Seeking constant supervision
- Significant decline in performance
- Treated differently by staff or volunteer
- Unexplained injuries
- Vague disclosures
- Sudden dissatisfaction with the program
- Servitude, serving others
- Concern and asking, “Is “Julie” going to be here again?”
- Isolations

Words of Advice:
The behaviors described above are simply possible indicators of abuse. Observing one or more behaviors in a child does not necessarily mean a child is being abused, there are other possible explanations for the behavior. If multiple indicators are present, it is a good idea to investigate the situation and try and gather more information.